Instructions for sewing a HELIX.iso™ mask body
1. Wash your hands with soap and water or use hand sanitiser before handling any materials used to make a
HELIX.iso™ mask body.

2. Print two copies of the template.
a. Cut one template following the “shell” outline and the other template following the “lining” outline.

Figure 1: Mask body templates. Shell template (left) and lining template (right)

3. Prepare the individual components. This includes:
a. Cutting two fabric pieces following the “shell” template (this will be used as the outer fabric). It is
recommended that a lightweight, non-stretch fabric is used.
b. Cutting two fabric pieces following the “lining” template (this will be used as the inner fabric). It is
recommended that a lightweight, non-stretch fabric is used.
c. Cutting two pieces of elastic to a length of 16 cm. It is recommended that the elastic is 3 – 5 mm
wide.
d. Take one aluminum nose piece - these can be provided to you by a community sewer supplier
however you will have to source nose wires separately if you ordered filters directly on line Lanaco will soon have nose-wires in stock for online sale. Please follow us on Facebook for stock
availability updates and we will post so you will know when they become available.

Figure 2: Mask components. From left, aluminum nose piece, two pieces of elastic, two pieces of shell fabric, two pieces of lining fabric.
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4. Sew centre lines for the shell and lining fabric pairs. Stitch lines should be 1 cm from edge.

Figure 3: Shell fabric (left), lining fabric (right) sewn with centre lines

5. Overlap and sew the top and bottom edges for the shell and lining fabrics. Be sure to include the aluminium
nose piece under the fold on the top edge for the shell fabric.

Figure 4: Shell fabric with aluminium nose piece inserted (left), lining fabric (right)

6. Sew the elastic ear straps onto the corners of the shell fabric.

Figure 5: Shell fabric with elastic ear straps attached
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7. Sew the shell fabric and lining fabric together along the short edges.

Figure 6: Shell and lining fabric sewn together along edges

8. Invert the mask body so the shell fabric is positioned on the outside, and the lining fabric positioned on the
inside.

Figure 7: Mask body inverted

9. Sew the final stitches on the mask body. This includes:
a. Sewing either side of the aluminium nose piece only on the shell fabric to secure it in the channel.
b. Sewing the shell fabric to the lining fabric along the two short edges of the mask body.
c. Sewing the shell fabric to the lining fabric at the bottom of the mask so a filter can be inserted and
secured. This should be approximately 3 cm long.

Figure 8: Mask body with final stitches added
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Instructions for fitting a HELIX™ filter into a HELIX.iso™ mask body
1. Wash your hands with soap and water or use hand sanitiser.

2. Take one HELIX.iso™ mask body and one Helix™ filter.

3. Open the mask body and begin inserting the filter. The filter should be inserted so the filter “peak” is at the
nose-band end of the mask body.

4. Continue inserting the filter so the two bottom corners protrude out of either side at the bottom of the
mask.
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5. Close the mask body and ensure the filter is still positioned correctly. This includes checking that:
a. The bottom corners of the filter are protruding out at the bottom of the mask body.
b. The top edge of the filter is just visible along the top edge of the mask body. This ensures a better
seal along the nose bridge region.
c. The sides of the filter run along the sides of the mask body.
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Natural Clean Air Technology

HELIX.iso™ Mask Kit System
Made specifically for the needs of COVID-19 protection
What are the types of masks and protection offered?
Surgical (the square green or blue ones) masks will partially protect others
from you if you are ill, and provide minimal protection from a virus particle in
the air as they are loose-fitting and do not provide an effective seal against the
face. They are being sold by the billions globally. They are cheap.
An N95, or P2 mask as they are known in NZ, WITHOUT an exhale valve, will
pick up any exhaled particles (protecting other people) as well as inhaled
particles(protecting the user) If it has a valve, it does not protect others from
exhaled breath from an infected person.
There are hundreds of other mask styles circulating which offer nil or marginal
protection for inhale or exhale.
COVID-19 requires as close as possible to N95 performance.
N95 masks are more expensive to make, and are in global short supply.
What is the mask system?
Lanaco, an Auckland company, is partnering with the sewing community of NZ
to make a mask which can be supplied in large volumes, but made locally.
The mask uses a special filter called HELIX.iso™, which users can fit and replace
as often as possible, but have a cheap, easy breathing mask body which must
be washed regularly. A contaminated element must be thrown away safely.
When correctly deployed, the mask with a HELIX.iso™ filter provides excellent
protection.
Is this an N95 mask or a surgical mask?
It is not an N95 mask. N95 refers to a safety standard for industrial use. These
are in short supply and are typically more expensive. They can be
uncomfortable and unsuitable for people with breathing difficulties, for
individuals under exertion, or for children (There are no protection standards

Natural Clean Air Technology
for children). It is also not a surgical mask, as the mask body for the Helix.isoTM
mask seals against the face better and will provide a better level of protection
than a surgical mask.
The breathing resistance of the element is lower than a surgical mask, which
makes breathing comfortable. It also seals around the face securely and
removes more than 80% of 0.3-micron particles at normal breathing rates.
Why does the filter stick out at the corners?
This allows the user to ensure the element is correctly fitted visually. Better
safe than pretty! If the corners are visible as per the instruction, it will provide
its full protection.
Can I use anything else apart from HELIX.iso™ as a filter when I run out?
Using anything else will compromise the effectiveness of the filter, and your
safety. Some similar products around the world use shopping bags or kitchen
towels. These are very hard to breathe through and perform very poorly as a
filter against a virus.
When you order a mask from your distributor with HELIX.iso™ it will come with
a replacement element safety sealed pack of 7 filters, with additional packs
also available separately.
Available from your distributor:

